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Supplementary Text S1. Molecular basis of feedbacks relevant to the model.
Positive feedbacks. SOS1, and presumably SOS2 as well, is a target of positive feedback from RAS [1–3].
Somewhat like a classical effector of RAS, such as RAF, SOS1 contains a binding site that preferentially
recognizes GTP-loaded (vs. GDP-loaded) RAS. This site, which has been called the allosteric site, is a pocket
formed partly by the Ras exchange motif (REM) domain in SOS [1]. It is distinct from the RAS binding site in
SOS1’s RasGEF domain, which is involved in promoting GDP/GTP exchange [4]. When the allosteric site is
occupied by GTP-loaded RAS, SOS1’s GEF activity is enhanced relative to the case where the allosteric site is
empty or occupied by GDP-loaded RAS [5]. This allosteric enhancement of SOS1’s GEF activity represents a
positive feedback because GTP-loaded (active) RAS is the product of SOS1’s GEF activity. Active RAS and
SOS can also participate in a positive feedback mediated by PI3K which promotes membrane recruitment of
GAB1, a scaffold for SOS1 and RAS [6]. Another positive feedback arises from the interplay between the CRAF
isoform and its substrate MEK. A physical interaction with MEK has been reported to allosterically enhance the
kinase activity of CRAF [7]. Furthermore, MEK can increase RAF catalytic activity by contributing to
phosphorylation of the N-terminal acidic region of CRAF enabling it to function as an activator in RAF dimers
[8]. RAF dimerization may also represent a positive feedback mechanism when RAF dimers stabilize RAS
dimers, higher-order oligomers, or RAS nanoclusters [9]. Importantly, all positive feedbacks are of short range:
each involves only two proteins, which likely interact with each other at the plasma membrane. Of note, in the
ERK/MEK module, a “hidden” positive feedback may arise in the double phosphorylation/dephosphorylation
cycle due to distributive phosphorylation and saturability in the dephosphorylation reaction [10].
The vast majority of negative feedbacks in the MAPK/ERK cascade emanate from activated ERK [11], which
may be important for ensuring that signals reach ERK before becoming inhibited. These negative feedback loops
can be grouped into two categories depending on their position with respect to the positive feedback loops
discussed above.
Negative feedback loops downstream of positive feedback loops. There are two well-characterized negative
feedback loops that involve ERK-mediated inhibition of MEK and RAF. ERK-mediated phosphorylation of the
MEK1 isoform of MEK leads to inhibition of the kinase activities of both MEK1 and MEK2, provided that
MEK2 is in complex with MEK1 [18]. As far as RAF is concerned, all its isoforms are hyperphosphorylated by
ERK, which has the effect of inhibiting RAF dimerization and disrupting its interaction with RAS, which is an
important step in RAF inactivation [19,20].
Negative feedbacks encompassing positive feedbacks. There are two, largely overlapping, feedback loops that
involve inhibitory phosphorylation of SOS, mediated either directly by ERK or indirectly by ERK-activated
kinase RSK [12]. Phosphorylation of SOS in a C-terminal proline-rich region containing one or more binding
sites for Src homology 3 (SH3) domains prevents SOS from interacting with SH3 domain-containing adaptor
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proteins, such as GRB2, a binding partner of EGFR [13]. GRB2 also interacts with phosphorylated SHC1 [14],
another binding partner of EGFR, and thus GRB2 associates with EGFR both directly and indirectly. Disruption
of SOS–GRB2 interaction prevents recruitment of SOS to EGFR via direct and indirect interaction of GRB2
with EGFR. SOS1 contains at least four residues phosphorylated by ERK [15], whereas SOS2 contains only one
[16]. This difference suggests that the two isoforms may have different sensitivities to ERK-mediated negative
feedbacks. The specificities of ERK and RSK with respect to SOS overlap. Thus, negative feedback to SOS is
mediated by a network motif of a feed-forward loop (FFL), a coherent type 3 FFL in the classification scheme of
Mangan and Alon [17]. Based on their analysis [17], this FFL can be expected to generate a delay in relief of
SOS inhibition upon deactivation of ERK.
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Supplementary Text S2. Non-dimensional model equations
Model equations can be non-dimensionalized by expressing reaction rates in units in which dephosphorylation
rate of inhibitory phosphosites in SOS, , equals 1. There are two general types of equations in the model:


Association–dissociation processes:
d
d
where

is binding rate,

=

×

×

−

×
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Therefore, our chemical equations are converted into non-dimensional ones by dividing all reaction rate
coefficients by and by introducing new variables:
o

erkx = ERKx/ERKtot where ERKx stands for any ERK specie,

o

mekx = MEKx/ MEKtot where MEKx stands for any MEK specie,

o

rafx = RAFx/RAFtot where RAFx stands for any RAF specie,

o

var = VAR/SOStot where VAR stands for any other variable (i.e., EGFR, RAS, SOS, RasGAP, and
their phosphoforms and complexes); molecules represented by these variables can form
complexes and therefore should be rescaled by a common factor, SOStot.

Supplementary Table S2 contains numerical values of rescaled molecule numbers and rate parameters.
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• A B denotes the amount of complex of A and B (multiplication is written using ×).
•

• Parameters named fA 7→ B denote the strength of a feedback from A to B.
Equations:
d
dt egfr a

= α1 × EGF × egfrtot − (egfra + egfri sosu + egfra ·sosu + egfri sosu rasGTP

+egfri sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP ) − δ1 × egfra
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

−β1 × egfra × sostot − (sosp + sospp + sosppp + sospppp + egfri sosu
•

+egfra sosu + egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) + υ1A × egfra sosu
•

•

•

d
dt sosp

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

= −3 × ρ3 × f ERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sosp + 4 × ρ3 × f ERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sostot
−(sosp + sospp + sosppp + sospppp + egfri sosu + egfra sosu + egfri sosu rasGDP

+egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP ) − sosp + 2 × sospp
•

•

d
dt sospp

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

= 3 × ρ3 × f ERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sosp + 3 × sosppp − 2 × sospp
−2 × ρ3 × fERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sospp

d
dt sosppp

= 2 × ρ3 × f ERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sospp + 4 × sospppp − 3 × sosppp
−ρ3 × fERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sosppp

d
dt sospppp

d
•
dt egfr i sosu

= ρ3 × fERKpp 7→ SOS1 × erkpp × sosppp − 4 × sospppp

= υ2B × egfri sosu rasGDP − α1 × EGF × egfri sosu − υ1B × egfri sosu
•

•

•

•

+δ1 × egfra sosu − β2B × egfri sosu × rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rasgap
•

•

•

+rasGDP rasfap + egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) + υ2A × egfri sosu rasGTP − β2A × egfri sosu × rasGTP
•

•

d
•
dt egfr a sosu

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

= β1 × egfra × (sostot − (sosp + sospp + sosppp + sospppp
+egfri sosu + egfra sosu + egfri sosu rasGDP
•

•

•

•


+egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP )
•

•

•

•

•

•

−β2B × egfra sosu × rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rassgap + rasGDP rasgap
•

•

•

+egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) − υ1A × egfra sosu + υ2A × egfra sosu rasGTP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

+υ2B × egfra sosu rasGDP + α1 × EGF × egfri sosu
•

•

•

−β2A × egfra sosu × rasGTP − δ1 × egfra sosu
•

•
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d
dt rasGTP

= κ2B × egfri sosu rasGDP × rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap
•

•

•

•

+egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) + υ2A × egfri sosu rasGTP − β2A × egfra sosu × rasGTP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

+κ2B × egfra sosu rasGDP × rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap
•

•

•

•

+egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasSGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) + κ2A × egfri sosu rasGTP × rastot − (rasGTP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

+rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap + egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP

+egfra sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP ) + υ2A × egfra sosu rasGTP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

−β2A × egfri sosu × rasGTP ) + κ2A × egfra sosu rasGTP × rastot − (rasGTP
•

•

•

+rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasfap + egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP

+egfra sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP ) − β3 × rasgaptot − (rasGTP rasgap

+rasGDP rasgap) × rasGTP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

d
•
•
dt egfr i sosu rasGDP

= −υ2B × egfri sosu rasGDP + δ1 × egfra sosu rasGDP
•

•

•

•

−α1 × EGF × egfri sosu rasGDP + β2B × egfri sosu
•

•

•

× rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap + egfri sosu rasGDP

+egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP + egfra sosu rasGTP )
•

•

d
•
•
dt egfr i sosu rasGTP

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

= β2A × egfri sosu × rasGTP − α1 × EGF × egfri sosu rasGTP
•

•

•

−υ2A × egfri sosu rasGTP + δ1 × egfra sosu rasGTP
•

d
•
•
dt egfr a sosu rasGDP

•

•

•

= β2B × egfra sosu × rastot − (rasGTP + rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap
•

•

•

+egfri sosu rasGDP + egfri sosu rasGTP + egfra sosu rasGDP

+egfra sosu rasGTP ) − δ1 × egfra sosu rasGDP
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

+α1 × EGF × egfri sosu rasGDP − υ2B × egfra sosu rasGDP
•

d
•
•
dt egfr a sosu rasGTP

•

•

•

= α1 × EGF × egfri sosu rasGTP + β2A × egfra sosu × rasGTP
•

•

•

−υ2A × egfra sosu rasGTP − δ1 × egfra sosu × rasGTP
•

•

•

d
•
dt rasGDP rasgap

= −υ3 × rasGDP rasgap + κ3 × rasGTP rasgap

d
•
dt rasGTP rasgap


= −κ3 × rasGTP rasgap + β3 × rasgaptot − (rasGTP rasgap + rasGDP rasgap) × rasGTP

•

•

•

•
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d
dt raf a


= −ρ6 × fERKpp 7→ RAF × erkpp × raf a − δ2 × raf a + α2 × rasGTP × raf tot − (raf a + raf p )

d
dt raf p


= ρ6 × fERKpp 7→ RAF × erkpp × raf a + ρ6 × fERKpp 7→ RAF × erkpp × raf tot − (raf a + raf p ) − raf p

d
dt meku,T292p

= −meku,T292p + ρ4 × fERKpp 7→ MEK1 × erkpp × mektot − (meku,T292p + mekp,T292u

+mekp,T292p + mekpp,T292u + mekpp,T292p ) + σ1 × mekp,T292p + σ5 × mekp,T292p
−2 × ρ1 × mekp,T292p × raf a

d
dt mekp,T292u

= mekp,T292p − σ1 × mekp,T292u + 2 × q1 × mekpp,T292u − σ1 × mekp,T292u × raf a
+2 × ρ1 × mektot − (meku,T292p + mekp,T292u + mekp,T292p + mekpp,T292u

+mekpp,T292p ) × raf a − ρ4 × fERKpp 7→ MEK1 × erkpp × mekp,T292u

d
dt mekp,T292p

= ρ4 × fERKpp 7→ MEK1 × erkpp × mekp,T292u − σ1 × mekp,T292p − ρ1 × mekp,T292p × raf a
−mekp,T292p − σ5 × mekp,T292p + 2 × σ5 × mekpp,T292p + 2 × σ1 × mekpp,T292p
+2 × ρ1 × meku,T292p × raf a

d
dt mekpp,T292u

= −ρ 4 × fERKpp 7→ MEK1 × erkpp × mekpp,T292u − 2 × σ1 × mekpp,T292u + ρ1 × mekp,T292u × raf a
+mekpp,T292p

d
dt mekpp,T292p

= ρ1 × mekp,T292p × raf a + ρ 4 × fERKpp 7→ MEK1 × erkpp × mekpp,T292u − mekpp,T292p
−2 × σ1 × mekpp,T292p − 2 × σ5 × mekpp,T292p

d
dt erkp


= 2 × σ2 × erkpp + 2 × ρ2 × mekpp,T292u × erktot − (erkp + erkpp ) − σ2 × erkp

−ρ2 × mekpp,T292u × erkp + 2 × ρ2 × mekpp,T292p × erktot − (erkp + erkpp )
−ρ2 × mekpp,T292p × erkp

d
dt erkpp

= ρ2 × mekpp,T292p × erkp − 2 × σ2 × erkpp + ρ2 × mekpp,T292u × erkp
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Supplementary Tables
Supplementary Table S1. Parameter values.
Parameter

Description (see also Fig. 2 in the main text)

Concentrations (protein copy number per cell)
EGFRtot = 3×105

Total number of EGFR molecules (as reported for MCF10A cells [21,22])

RAStot = 6×104

Total number of RAS molecules

SOStot = 105

Total number of SOS molecules

RasGAPtot = 6×103

Total number of RasGAP molecules

RAFtot = 5×105

Total number of RAF molecules

MEKtot = 2×105

Total number of MEK molecules

ERKtot = 3×106

Total number of ERK molecules

Rate constant for fast processes (s−1)
kfast = 100

As a simplification, three (pseudo) first-order processes considered in the
model are assumed to be fast.

Rate constants for activation processes [(molecules/cell)−1 s−1 except (pg/ml)−1 s−1 for a1]
a1 = 5×10−5

EGF-mediated activation of EGFR

a2 = 10−7

Activation of RAF by RAS-GTP

b1 = 10−5

Binding of EGF-activated EGFR and dephosphorylated SOS

p1 = 10−7

Phosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites by RAF

p2 = 3×10−6

Phosphorylation of ERK’s activation sites by MEK

Rate constants for deactivation processes (s−1)
d1 = d = 0.01

Deactivation of EGFR

d2 = d

Deactivation of RAF (spontaneous)

u1A = d

Dissociation of active EGFR–SOS complex
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q1 = d

Dephosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites

q2 = d

Dephosphorylation of ERK’s activation sites

Rate constants for SOS association reactions [(molecules/cell)−1 s−1] and dissociation reactions (s−1)
b2A = 10−6

Association of SOS and RAS-GTP

b2B = 0.1 × b2A

Association of SOS and RAS-GDP

u1B = kfast

Dissociation of inactive EGFR–SOS complex

u2A = u2B = 1

Dissociation of SOS–RAS-GTP complex and SOS–RAS-GDP complex

Rate constants associated with SOS-to-RAS positive feedback [(molecules/cell)−1 s−1 except s−1 for k3
and u3]
k2A = 10−4

k2B = 0.1 × k2A

k2C = 0

SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when RAS-GTP is bound to its REM
domain
SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when RAS-GDP is bound to its REM
domain
SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when no RAS is bound to its REM
domain

b3 = 10−5

Association of RasGAP and RAS-GTP

k3 = kfast

RasGAP-facilitated RAS-GTP→RAS-GDP hydrolysis

u3 = 0.01

Dissociation of RasGAP from RAS-GDP after hydrolysis of GTP

Rate constants associated with ERK-mediated negative feedbacks [(molecules/cell)−1 s−1]
p3 = 3×10−9

Phosphorylation of unbound SOS by active ERK

p4 = p6 = p = 6×10−10

Phosphorylation of MEK (T292 in MEK1) and RAF by active ERK

Rate constants for (spontaneous) dephosphorylation reactions (s−1)
q3 = q4 = q6 = q =
3×10

−4

q5 = kfast

Dephosphorylation of inhibitory phosphosites in SOS, MEK (T292 in
MEK1), RAF
Dephosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites when T292 (in MEK1) is
phosphorylated
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ERK activity reporters – concentrations (protein copy number per cell)
EKAR3tot = ERKTRtot = 106

Total number of EKAR3 and ERKTR molecules

ERK activity reporters – rate constants for activation reactions [(molecules/cell)−1 s−1]
aEKAR3 = 3×10−9

EKAR3 activation rate by active ERK

aERKTR = 10−9

ERKTR activation rate by active ERK

ERK activity reporters – rate constants for deactivation reactions (s−1)
dEKAR3 = 10−3

EKAR3 deactivation rate

dERKTR = 2×10−3

ERKTR deactivation rate
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Supplementary Table S2. Non-dimensional parameter values.
Non-dimensional
parameter

Description

Concentrations
egfrtot = 3

Total number of EGFR molecules

rastot = 0.6

Total number of RAS molecules

sostot = 1

Total number of SOS molecules

rasgaptot = 0.06

Total number of RasGAP molecules

raftot = 1

Total number of RAF molecules

mektot = 1

Total number of MEK molecules

erktot = 1

Total number of ERK molecules

Rate constant for fast processes
1

κfast = ×106
3

As a simplification, three (pseudo) first-order processes considered in the model
are assumed to be fast.

Rate constants for activation processes
α1 =

1

EGF-mediated activation of EGFR

6
1

α2 = ×102
3

1

β1 = ×104
3

ρ1 = 166

2
3

ρ2 = 2×103

Activation of RAF by RAS-GTP
Binding of EGF-activated EGFR and dephosphorylated SOS
Phosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites by RAF
Phosphorylation of ERK’s activation sites by MEK

Rate constants for deactivation processes
1

δ1 = δ = ×102

Deactivation of EGFR

δ2 = δ

Deactivation of RAF (spontaneous)

υ1A = δ

Dissociation of active EGFR–SOS complex

3
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σ1 = δ

Dephosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites

σ2 = δ

Dephosphorylation of ERK’s activation sites

Rate constants for SOS association reactions
1

β2A = ×103

Association of SOS and RAS-GTP

β2B = 0.1 × β2A

Association of SOS and RAS-GDP

υ1B = κfast

Dissociation of inactive EGFR–SOS complex

3

1

υ2A = υ2B = ×104
3

Dissociation of SOS–RAS-GTP complex and SOS–RAS-GDP complex

Rate constants associated with SOS-to-RAS positive feedback
1

κ2A = ×105
3

κ2B = 0.1 × κ2A
κ2C = 0
1

SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when RAS-GTP is bound to its REM
domain
SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when RAS-GDP is bound to its REM
domain
SOS’s nucleotide-exchange activity when no RAS is bound to its REM domain

β3 = ×104

Association of RasGAP and RAS-GTP

κ3 = κfast

RasGAP-facilitated RAS-GTP→RAS-GDP hydrolysis

3

1

υ3 = ×102
3

Dissociation of RasGAP from RAS-GDP after hydrolysis of GTP

Rate constants associated with ERK-mediated negative feedbacks
ρ3 = 30

Phosphorylation of unbound SOS by active ERK

ρ4 = ρ6 = ρ = 6

Phosphorylation of MEK (T292 in MEK1) and RAF by active ERK

Rate constants for (spontaneous) dephosphorylation reactions
1 (time scale)

σ5 = κfast

Dephosphorylation of inhibitory phosphosites in SOS, MEK (T292 in MEK1),
RAF
Dephosphorylation of MEK’s activation sites when T292 (in MEK1) is
phosphorylated
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Supplementary Table S3. Parameters of the stochastic model accounting for cell-to-cell variability in
EGFR expression dynamics. These parameters, together with parameters in Supplementary Table S1, were
used to perform simulations shown in Fig. 8 in the main text.

Parameter

Description

μEGFR = –0.03125, σEGFR = 0.25

Intensity of EGFR production within each burst in a cell is
computed as Aburst × αcell, where αcell has the log-normal

Aburst = 60 s–1

distribution lnN(μEGFR, σEGFR) with mean of 1.0 and variance of
about 0.0645.

λinterburst = 1/6 h–1

Waiting times between EGFR bursts are distributed
exponentially with a mean waiting time of λinterburst–1.

λburst = 1 h–1

Durations of EGFR bursts are distributed exponentially with
mean burst duration of λburst–1.

τEGFR = 12 h

EGFR half-life.
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Supplementary Table S4. Parameters of the spatial model accounting for extracellular, localized stochastic
releases of EGF. These parameters, together with parameters in Supplementary Table S1, were used to perform
simulations shown in Fig. 10 and Supplementary Video 1.

Parameter

Description

Vcell = 2000 μm3

Volume and radius of the (spherical) cell

Rcell ≈ 7.8 μm
Dmem = 10–2 μm2/s

Diffusion coefficient of membrane proteins: EGFR, SOS, RAS, and
RasGAP, and their complexes

Dcyt = 10×Dmem = 10–1 μm2/s

Diffusion coefficient of cytosolic proteins: RAF, MEK, ERK

REGF_shell_in = Rcell ≈ 7.8 μm

Inner and outer radii: point sources of EGF randomly appear
uniformly within a concentric shell around a cell

REGF_shell_out = 10×Rcell ≈ 78 μm
μEGF = –1.25, σEGF = 0.5

EGF source intensity, AEGF, is drawn from a log-normal distribution
lnN(μEGF, σEGF) with mean 3.25×10–1 and variance 2.99×10–2

DEGF = 10×Dcyt = 1 μm2/s

Diffusion coefficient of EGF

γEGF = 8.33×10–4 s–1

EGF degradation rate constant

λEGF_source = 8.33×10–4 s–1

EGF-releasing point source durations are drawn from an
exponential distribution with mean λEGF_source–1 = 20 min

fEGF_sources = 1.11×10–3 s–1

EGF sources appear at random time points during the simulation,
on average every 15 min
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Supplementary Figures

Supplementary Figure S1. Two-dimensional bifurcation diagrams. These diagrams complement Figs. 3A (A)
and 3B (B) in the main text. In each panel, the x- and y-axes indicate the values of bifurcation parameters, as in
Figs. 3A and 3B. The z-axis indicates the values of recurrent solutions (i.e., steady states and limit cycles) for
activated ERK. Yellow dots mark the envelopes (i.e., the upper and lower bounds) of limit cycles. As in Fig. 5,
black dots indicate supercritical Hopf bifurcation points.
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Supplementary Figure S2. Effect of multi-site phosphorylation of SOS on oscillatory behavior. Ablation of
a single ERK substrate in SOS decreases the range of EGF stimulation for which oscillations in ERK activity are
observed. When SOS contains only one or two ERK substrates, the oscillatory regime vanishes.

Supplementary Figure S3. Time profiles of active ERK (ERKpp) and its two reporters, EKAR3 and
ERKTR. Trajectories were obtained for an EGF dose of 5 pg/ml. Activation and deactivation rates of both
reporters are given in Table 1 in the main text.
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Supplementary Figure S4. Phase space analysis of sensitivity of oscillatory behavior to negative feedback
strengths. Each diagram illustrates eight limit cycles in a different planar projection of phase space. As indicated
in the legend at top by line style, each trajectory is associated with a unique set of strengths for the ERK-to-SOS,
ERK-to-MEK, and ERK-to-RAF feedbacks. Blue curves indicate trajectories corresponding to the default strength
of negative feedback from ERK to SOS; red curves indicate trajectories corresponding to a 2-fold higher strength.
(A) Trajectories in the ERKpp/ERKtotal–RAFp projection plane. (B) Trajectories in the ERKpp/ERKtotal–MEKpT292
projection plane. (C) Trajectories in the ERKpp/ERKtotal–SOSu projection plane. These parametric plots indicate
that trajectories cluster together depending on their associated feedback strengths. Tight clusters (involving
trajectories having two feedback strengths in common) are decorated with small rings. Looser clusters (involving
trajectories having a single feedback strength in common) are decorated with large rings. Importantly, clustering
depends on projection plane.
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Supplementary Figure S5. Influence of extrinsic noise features on the oscillatory behavior. Each panel shows the results of 20 stochastic simulations
of single-cell behavior for different values of two extrinsic noise parameters, which control the median and coefficient of variation (CV) of the EGFR
surface expression burst size. Frequency of ERK activity pulses varies with the level of EGFR. In all simulations, oscillatory behavior is induced by an
EGF dose of 10 pg/ml. Note that the central panel is for the same parameters as Fig. 8C (in the main text).
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Supplementary Figure S6. Effect of intrinsic noise on system trajectories. At the
assumed protein copy numbers per cell, the influence of intrinsic noise on system
behavior is very weak; in panel C it can be visible as fine ripples. The simulations
were performed using the Gillespie algorithm for default system parameters
(Supplementary Table S1). This figure corresponds to Fig. 4 in the main text.
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Supplementary Figure S7. Effect of extrinsic noise on system trajectories. The trajectories were obtained by
piece-wise ODE integration. As can be seen by comparing this figure with Fig. 8 in the main text, the visible
variability in cellular trajectories is predominantly due to the extrinsic noise.
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Supplementary Figure S8. Distributions of active ERK and its frequency spectrum. (A) Histograms of active
ERK fractions at 10th min of EGF stimulation in simulations of 20 cells shown in panels of Fig. 8 in the main text.
(B) Distributions of active ERK fractions over 10-day-long simulations of 20 cells. (C) Frequency spectrum of
active ERK calculated from 10-day-long simulations of 20 cells.
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Video. Animation of COMSOL output. This video is provided as a separate MOV file. Activation of EGF
receptors and RAS on the membrane, and activation of ERK in the cytoplasm (a cross-section is shown) in
response to extracellular EGF bursts in the spatially extended, PDE-based model variant. Corresponding model
source files are contained within Supplementary Dataset 4
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